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Climate Smart Forestry in practice – testimonies from forest owners
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FOREST-RELATED POLICIES IN THE EU
EU forest-related policies have grown manifold and many more are in the pipeline

**ENVIRONMENT**
- Closer-to-nature forestry
- Biodiversity friendly afforestation and reforestation
- Nature protection target
- Deforestation-free value-chains
- Circular Economy Action Plan

**ENERGY**
- Recast of REDII with forest biomass sustainability requirements

**CLIMATE**
- Carbon farming and forestry
- Emission trading directive
- Carbon border adjustment
- Revision of climate targets

**AGRICULTURE**
- New EU forest strategy post 2030

**FINANCE & MARKET**
- Sustainable finance for green investments

Source: publicly available information

Challenge: the multilevel regulatory framework can seem complex
State of European forests, forests & climate action: which ambition for the revamped EU forest strategy
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Click [here](#) for the full video
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Stay tuned!